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Forward-looking Statements

This presentation contains projections and other forward-looking statements regarding future events or the future financial performance of Cisco, including future operating results. These projections and statements are only predictions. Actual events or results may differ materially from those in the projections or other forward-looking statements. Please see Cisco’s filings with the SEC, including its most recent filing on Form 10-K, for a discussion of important risk factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those in the projections or other forward-looking statements.

GAAP Reconciliation

During this presentation references to financial measures of Cisco will include references to non-GAAP financial measures. Cisco provides a reconciliation between GAAP and non-GAAP financial information on the Cisco Investor Relations website https://investor.cisco.com/financial-information/financial-results/default.aspx
Digital Transformation

Customer Needs for Digital Transformation:

- **Deliver cloud experience** across a hybrid, multicloud world, simplify operations
- **Power** the hybrid workforce and trusted workspaces
- **Mitigate risk** in expanded attack surface with the move to cloud and edge
- **Optimize** for best application experience
- **Meet traffic requirements** for higher bandwidth and low latency use-cases
- **Enable ESG** through technology
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Key Market Transitions

Long-Term Growth Drivers

Hybrid Cloud

Edge

Hybrid Work

Cloud Security

FLEXIBLE CONSUMPTION

IoT

5G WiFi 6 400G

Full-Stack Observability

Webscale
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Cloud is a Growth Driver

Build the Cloud
Deploying Silicon, Optics and systems in Webscaler, Communication Service Provider, and Enterprise production networks

Hybrid, Multicloud is the De Facto Way of Operating
Enabling our customers to connect to clouds, consume services from anywhere and secure across all environments

Hybrid Work
Powering the distributed workforce with trusted workspaces and secure access to data and apps from anywhere

App-Centric World
Delivering visibility, insights and actions across hybrid clouds and any app stack
Build
cloud-first and app-centric portfolio delivering end-to-end solutions that power our customer’s digital transformations and provide unparalleled connected experiences

Transition
to software and subscriptions, delivering innovation faster with predictable revenues and via SaaS/XaaS.

Expand
our reach beyond IT, Networking and Security to Developers, LOB, Cloud and Digital teams
Investing for Multi-Year, Continued Growth

Secure, Agile Networks
Deliver enterprise infrastructure that provides unparalleled connected experiences

Optimized Application Experiences
Enable the best application experience

Hybrid Work
Power hybrid work with inclusive experiences, engaging events and trusted workspaces

Internet for the Future
Grow webscalers and connect to the cloud with Routed Optical Networking, IoT, and 5G

End-to-End Security
Secure users, devices, data and applications wherever they are

Capabilities at the Edge
Enable the development and delivery of apps and services closer to users and devices
Our Large and Growing Opportunity

2025

- **~$260B (5% CAGR)**
  - Current Business
  - Established market leadership

- **~$140B (18% CAGR)**
  - Expansion Markets
  - Expanding to new growing markets and rising buying centers

- **~$500B**
  - Future of Work & Automation
  - Broader market opportunities

Total Opportunity: **~$900B+**

Note: *2021-2025 CAGRs.
Source: IDC, Gartner, Dell’Oro, Synergy, Omdia, 451 Research, 650 Group, ACG, Cignal AI, Exact Ventures, Linley Group, LightCounting, Quillin Research & Internal Cisco Estimates. These TAMs are based on limited information currently available to Cisco, which is subject to change. Actual results may differ materially due to a variety of factors listed in Cisco SEC filings, including business and economic conditions.
Large & Growing Markets

Secure, Agile Networks: $98B, 8% CAGR
Hybrid Work: $83B, 16% CAGR
End-to-End Security: $80B, 8% CAGR
Internet for the Future: $50B, 6% CAGR
Optimized Application Experiences: $36B, 14% CAGR
Services: $58B, 2% CAGR

Current Markets:
- ~$260B (5% CAGR) 2025 TAM ~$400B
- ~$260B (5% CAGR)

Expansion Markets:
- ~$140B (18% CAGR)
WHY WE WIN

Capturing Opportunities & Delivering Customer Value

**Breadth & Scale of Our Portfolio**
Across domains and architectures to deliver customer outcomes

**Simplicity & Experiences**
Common operating model, platform-first GTM & ecosystem with flexible consumption

**Track Record of Sustained Innovation**
Solving customers’ biggest challenges

**Trusted Partner Offering Neutrality & Choice**
Meeting our 1M+ customers and partners where they are

**Built-In Security**
In our product development lifecycle and across our customers’ environments
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Forward-looking Statements

These presentation slides and related webcast may be deemed to contain forward-looking statements, which are subject to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements regarding future events (such as statements regarding our growth and strategy) and the future financial performance of Cisco that involve risks and uncertainties. Readers are cautioned that these forward-looking statements are only predictions and may differ materially from actual future events or results due to a variety of factors, including: the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and related public health measures; business and economic conditions and growth trends in the networking industry, our customer markets and various geographic regions; global economic conditions and uncertainties in the geopolitical environment; overall information technology spending; the growth and evolution of the Internet and levels of capital spending on Internet-based systems; variations in customer demand for products and services, including sales to the service provider market and other customer markets; the return on our investments in certain priorities, key growth areas, and in certain geographical locations, as well as maintaining leadership in infrastructure platforms and services; the timing of orders and manufacturing and customer lead times; changes in customer order patterns or customer mix; insufficient, excess or obsolete inventory; variability of component costs; variations in sales channels, product costs or mix of products sold; our ability to successfully acquire businesses and technologies and to successfully integrate and operate these acquired businesses and technologies; our ability to achieve expected benefits of our partnerships; increased competition in our product and service markets, including the data center market; dependence on the introduction and market acceptance of new product offerings and standards; rapid technological and market change; manufacturing and sourcing risks; product defects and returns; litigation involving patents, other intellectual property, antitrust, stockholder and other matters, and governmental investigations; our ability to achieve the benefits of structurings and possible changes in the size and timing of related charges; cyber-attacks, data breaches or malware; vulnerabilities and critical security defects; terrorism; natural catastrophic events; any other pandemic or epidemic; any other factors listed in Cisco’s most recent report on Form 10-K. The financial information contained in these presentation slides and related webcast should be read in conjunction with the consolidated financial statements and notes thereto included in Cisco’s most recent report on Form 10-K, as it may be amended from time to time. Cisco’s results of operations for prior periods are not necessarily indicative of Cisco’s operating results for any future periods. Any projections in these presentation slides and related webcast are based on limited information currently available to Cisco, which is subject to change. Although any such projections and the factors influencing them will likely change, Cisco will not necessarily update the information, since Cisco will only provide guidance at certain points during the year. Such information speaks only as of the date of these presentation slides and related webcast.